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FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES CHATTANOOGA, FAIRFIELD INN & SUITES CHATTANOOGA SOUTH/EAST 

RIDGE, AND 3H GROUP HOTELS COLLABORATE WITH LOCAL HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CHAPTER  

 

Chattanooga, TN (November 11, 2016) – On Thursday, October 27,2016, Fairfield Inn & Suites 

Chattanooga, Fairfield Inn & Suites Chattanooga South/East Ridge, and 3H Group Hotels teamed up with 

Habitat for Humanity of Greater Chattanooga for Fairfield by Marriott’s annual Rally to Serve initiative. 

 

Rally to Serve is a Fairfield Inn & Suites 

program that serves the community to benefit 

Habitat for Humanity International. The 

national Rally to Serve initiative engages 

Fairfield Inn & Suites associates, owners, 

franchisees and guests to help Habitat for 

Humanity continue its work in providing 

decent, affordable housing for families in 

need.   

 

This year, the two Chattanooga Fairfield Inn & Suites hotels, along with members of the 3H staff, worked 

together to paint the interior of a home. The teams worked together to prime, paint, and seal every wall 

and ceiling of the brand-new house. While the work was grueling, it was rewarding for all involved. 

 

“We have worked with the local Chattanooga Habitat for Humanity chapter in the past, and every 

project is just as rewarding as the last. Participating in Fairfield’s Rally to Serve Initiative is always 

worthwhile and we always take advantage of any opportunity presented to us to give back to our local 

community,” said Bob Gopar, General Manager of Fairfield Inn & Suites Chattanooga. 
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The home, located in the Orchard Knob area of Chattanooga, is set to be completed around Christmas 

time – just in time for the holidays for the very deserving family. This home is one of the many homes 

that the local Habitat for Humanity chapter annually provides to low-income families. Habitat for 

Humanity of Greater Chattanooga partners with volunteers and low income families to build affordable 

homes that are sold to local families at no profit and with no interest. 

 

About Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott: Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott is designed for today’s traveler 

who is looking to be productive on the road, whether for business or leisure. In addition to 

complimentary Wi-Fi and hot breakfast, Fairfield Inn & Suites offers thoughtfully designed rooms and 

suites that provide separate living, working and sleeping areas. With more than 700 properties 

throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico, Fairfield Inn & Suites hotels participate in the award-

winning Marriott Rewards® frequent travel program that allows members to earn hotel points or airline 

miles for every dollar spent during each stay.  
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